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This eco-book shows you how to tour the Ebook Library River in Colombia, the dream of many
adventures from around the world. This guide will help you accomplish this historic journey and
make this trip safer, easier and more affordable than you could ever imagine.Right now, you can
conveniently catch a flight from anywhere in the world and spend a couple of days in the
Colombian rainforest. You could make a longer journey, as I did, from the beginning of the river in
Peru, through Colombia, to its end at the beautiful beaches of Brazil’s Atlantic coast.
Alternatively, if you're visiting Bogota, Cartagena, Medellin or any other city in South America
you would choose to tour the Colombian Ebook Library. Throughout our journey, you will learn
that the Ebook Library rainforest is full of brilliant moments and magical places and together we
will discover: The secret, step by step, to enjoy the most beautiful river in the world according to
your budget, time and favorite activities How to save hundreds of dollars on airline & boat tickets
to have a fantastic holiday How to maximize your time on the river or the jungle. Do more with
less Exotic safe tours off the beaten track to beautiful little-visited remote communities. How
you can help conserve the environment and why you should support indigenous
communitiesWhether your style of traveling is relaxed or full of activities and adventures, this
eco-guide will help you explore the Ebook Library River the fun and easy way. This eco-book
from Mynor Schult will the only tour guide you will need on your incredible journey.“Every little
bid of rainforest that gets rip out over there, really hurt us over here.”Harrison Ford, Star of
Indiana Jones and Air Force One“Each of us must take a greater personal responsibility for this
deteriorating global environment” Al Gore, Nobel Peace Prize winner and former Vice-President
of USA

'The last book in the quartet cannot come quickly enough' -- Daily MailAbout the AuthorA former
teacher, Simon Scarrow is now a full-time writer. He lives outside Norwich with his family.
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Ebook LibraryRiverCOLOMBIA Mynor Schult Testimonials “Each of us must take a greater
personal responsibility for this deteriorating global environment”Al Gore,(USA) Nobel Peace
Prize & Vice-President “Earth in the Balance” “Charming testimony and a guide to the
transformative power of nature available to all and worthy of being cared for by all. ¨ Viviana
Fernandez; Anchor/Producer at I previewed “Ebook Library River First Time” and find the book
as an excellent guide not only to explore the river for the first time, but as an excellent reference
for anyone interested in learning more about the Ebook Library. The topic is very relevant and
appropriate in these times of global warming. Dra. Donna Schwontkowski, (Poland)M.S. in
Nutrition & Master Herbalist author of the book “Traditional Herbs form the Ebook Library and
Their Common Uses” owner and presenter of the TV show “Health & Fitness Solutions.” “Every
little bit of rain forest that gets ripped out over there… really hurts us over here.” Harrison Ford,
Movie star of Indiana Jones and Air Force OneESPECTACULAR! CONGRATULATIONS! Today,
I managed to read more than 40 pages of this very readable and informative book. It has
aroused my interest to go back to the Ebook Library, and I will use this book for my future journey
from Coca to Belem.” Mario Cifuentes, (Colombia) Owner of Hotel Hacienda El Eden, Cali,
Colombia. Frequent traveler to the Ebook Library River."I want to thank you for making my Ebook
Library trip so easy. I save hundreds of pounds that allowed me to see so much more of the
river. THANK YOU!!! Jennifer Glazer (England)Fantastic, fantastic, fantastic!!! What else would
I say… thanks for such great and accurate information. What a great book. Denis Vazquez,
Panama Reporter for DoVa News Panama Go to to see the latest testimonials on books, tours
andother products from Mynor Schult and the Ebook Library rainforest.Copyright NoticeAll rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, including electronic or mechanical. Any unauthorized use, sharing, reproduction, or
distribution of parts herein is strictly prohibited. You may NOT distribute this document, edit, or
reprint its content.Legal NoticeWhile attempts have been made to verify the correctness and
reliability of the information provided in this publication, the author and publisher do not assume
any responsibilities for errors, omissions, or contradictory information contained in this
document.The author and publisher are not liable for any losses or damages whatsoever,
including, but not limited to, the loss of business, profits, service, clients, information, or any
other pecuniary loss. The information contained in this document is not intended as advice
(legal, medical, financial or otherwise) and is provided for traveling and educational purposes
only. You are highly encouraged to seek the advice of a competent professional when
applicable.The reader of this book assumes all responsibility and liability for the use of these
materials and information. Mynor Schult, Ebook LibraryRiverExpert.com, and its affiliates
assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on behalf of the reader of these
materials. Additional Notice and Disclaimers Any results depicted or implied in this document
are atypical of most results. No guarantees, promises, or suggestions of any results are made,



whether implied or stated. Individual results may vary from those shown, and everything herein
is provided on an “at your own risk” basis.While the author has done his earnest best to make
sure that you enjoy this report, certain grammatical and typographical errors may still exist. Any
such error, or any perceived slight of a specific person or organization, is purely unintentional.
Wherever the neuter is not used, any one gender was chosen for simplicity’s sake. This
document was created with the hope that the reader finds its content useful and not analyzed for
the purposes of gender equality, language correctness, or writing style.Words, phrases, ads,
and graphics, whether followed by “TM,” “SM” and “®” or not, are trademarks and servicemarks
of Ebook LibraryRiverExpert.com or are the trademarks and servicemarks of their respective
owners, whether indicated or not.Table of ContentsTestimonialsCopyright NoticeLegal
NoticeAdditional Notice and DisclaimersTable of ContentsAbout the
AuthorINTRODUCTIONChapter 1The Most Beautiful Journey on EarthStriking Facts that Will
Leave You SpeechlessTHE BEST JOURNEY OF YOUR LIFEChapter 2Where It Began Was a
Controversy at One TimeSector DivisionsColombia is a Safe and Popular Travel
DestinationLeticia, Colombia – You Have ArrivedWelcome to the JungleVacations into the soul
of the earthARRIVING TO LETICIA CITYAround LeticiaAmacayacu National ParkPuerto Nariño,
ColombiaGreat Architecture and AlligatorsPalmari Reserve, Brazil – Visit the TribesBirdwatching
in the Colombian Ebook Library JungleVisiting Iquitos, PeruFROM COLOMBIA TO
BRAZILChapter 3From the Serenity of Colombia to the Madness of ManausCENTRAL
SECTORThe City of ManausBy AirBy BusBy BoatManaus, Beautiful and CrazyFrom Manaus to
Santarem and BelemCONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE TOURISMChapter 4The
Responsible Tourist and TravelerINDIGENOUS CULTURESChapter 5Thank You!OTHER
RESOURCES FOR YOUR Ebook Library TRIPAirportsAirlinesBusesBoatsMore Interesting
PlacesAditional ResourcesVideos that you must watchImmigration Information About the Tri-
BorderAbout the AuthorAfter attending his first year at the University of Costa Rica, in the early
80s, Mynor was infected with the beautiful traveler’s disease, with results so far incurable. His
first big trip started in Nicaragua, a country torn by war. He then crossed the border to El
Salvador, another country plagued by guerrilla warfare. After surviving the crossing of Central
America and the Mexican desert, Mynor drove all the way up to Canada before finally settling in
USA. Since then, he has accumulated thousands of miles, traveling around the Americas and
other continents.He has worked and lived in Mexico, Colombia, Paraguay, Costa Rica, and
many .S. cities. Today, his home is in a suitcase, usually in a country or place between Brazil and
Costa Rica. Most recently, Mynor has spent over a year traveling the world, mainly in South
America, navigating several rivers in Colombia and Venezuela. It was there that he finally
decided to achieve one of his most cherished dreams: to navigate the mighty Ebook Library
River from its inception in Peru to its flows into the beautiful Atlantic coast of Brazil. After
traveling in more than 60 countries, some of his favorite places are Thailand, Costa Rica, and
China; but he lists Colombia and Sweden as countries on the list of places that everyone should
visit before they die. In his own country, his favorite sights include visiting the active Arenal



Volcano and lying on the Manuel Antonio beaches.Currently is writing “Walking from Costa Rica
to the Ebook Library” and “Life Lessons from the Ebook Library”.One of his most memorable
travel experiences occurred when a herd of monkeys stole his camera and lunch, while Mynor
was enjoying the sea in Costa Rica’s Pacific beaches. To learn more about Mynor’s travel
adventures and find out how you can have some of your own, visit his websiteAbout This
BookTraveling the Ebook Library River from its origins in Peru to the river’s mouth on the
beautiful beaches of the Brazilian Atlantic coast was the most coveted trip of my life. I had been
traveling through Brazil, Columbia, Peru, and other countries for several years before I grasp that
dreams will never come through unless action is taken to accomplish them. In the spring of
2008, I left California, full of fears and questions, and set out to realize my dream trip. I confess,
despite the many other trips around the world that I had taken, I was very nervous about this
one. Mainly, because in preparation for this trip, most of the books I read were either traveling
tales of famous Spanish conquerors, usually with fatal outcomes, or modern excursions that
always ended up losing one or more of their team members to piranhas, yellow fever, or savage
tribes.I had many questions, because, after months of careful research, even the modern
wonder of the Internet could not answer some of the most basic questions: how safe this trip
would be? How long it would take? How many resources I was going to need to complete the
journey of the mighty Ebook Library from beginning to end?However, I built up my courage,
packed more belongings than were needed, and, of course, included lots of mosquito repellent,
consisting of several brands, sizes, and types. I took a plane to Bogota, Colombia, with concrete
plans for another connecting flight to the jungle city of Leticia, which is in the Ebook Library
jungle, where the river forms a triple frontier between Peru, Brazil, and Colombia.

Testimonials “Each of us must take a greater personal responsibility for this deteriorating global
environment”Al Gore,(USA) Nobel Peace Prize & Vice-President “Earth in the
Balance” “Charming testimony and a guide to the transformative power of nature available to all
and worthy of being cared for by all. ¨ Viviana Fernandez; Anchor/Producer at I previewed
“Ebook Library River First Time” and find the book as an excellent guide not only to explore the
river for the first time, but as an excellent reference for anyone interested in learning more about
the Ebook Library. The topic is very relevant and appropriate in these times of global warming.
Dra. Donna Schwontkowski, (Poland)M.S. in Nutrition & Master Herbalist author of the book
“Traditional Herbs form the Ebook Library and Their Common Uses” owner and presenter of the
TV show “Health & Fitness Solutions.” “Every little bit of rain forest that gets ripped out over
there… really hurts us over here.” Harrison Ford, Movie star of Indiana Jones and Air Force
OneESPECTACULAR! CONGRATULATIONS! Today, I managed to read more than 40 pages of
this very readable and informative book. It has aroused my interest to go back to the Ebook
Library, and I will use this book for my future journey from Coca to Belem.” Mario Cifuentes,
(Colombia) Owner of Hotel Hacienda El Eden, Cali, Colombia. Frequent traveler to the Ebook
Library River."I want to thank you for making my Ebook Library trip so easy. I save hundreds of



pounds that allowed me to see so much more of the river. THANK YOU!!! Jennifer Glazer
(England)Fantastic, fantastic, fantastic!!! What else would I say… thanks for such great and
accurate information. What a great book. Denis Vazquez, Panama Reporter for DoVa News
Panama Go to to see the latest testimonials on books, tours andother products from Mynor
Schult and the Ebook Library rainforest.Copyright NoticeAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including electronic
or mechanical. Any unauthorized use, sharing, reproduction, or distribution of parts herein is
strictly prohibited. You may NOT distribute this document, edit, or reprint its content.Legal
NoticeWhile attempts have been made to verify the correctness and reliability of the information
provided in this publication, the author and publisher do not assume any responsibilities for
errors, omissions, or contradictory information contained in this document.The author and
publisher are not liable for any losses or damages whatsoever, including, but not limited to, the
loss of business, profits, service, clients, information, or any other pecuniary loss. The
information contained in this document is not intended as advice (legal, medical, financial or
otherwise) and is provided for traveling and educational purposes only. You are highly
encouraged to seek the advice of a competent professional when applicable.The reader of this
book assumes all responsibility and liability for the use of these materials and information. Mynor
Schult, Ebook LibraryRiverExpert.com, and its affiliates assume no responsibility or liability
whatsoever on behalf of the reader of these materials. Additional Notice and Disclaimers Any
results depicted or implied in this document are atypical of most results. No guarantees,
promises, or suggestions of any results are made, whether implied or stated. Individual results
may vary from those shown, and everything herein is provided on an “at your own risk”
basis.While the author has done his earnest best to make sure that you enjoy this report, certain
grammatical and typographical errors may still exist. Any such error, or any perceived slight of a
specific person or organization, is purely unintentional. Wherever the neuter is not used, any one
gender was chosen for simplicity’s sake. This document was created with the hope that the
reader finds its content useful and not analyzed for the purposes of gender equality, language
correctness, or writing style.Words, phrases, ads, and graphics, whether followed by “TM,” “SM”
and “®” or not, are trademarks and servicemarks of Ebook LibraryRiverExpert.com or are the
trademarks and servicemarks of their respective owners, whether indicated or not.Table of
ContentsTestimonialsCopyright NoticeLegal NoticeAdditional Notice and DisclaimersTable of
ContentsAbout the AuthorINTRODUCTIONChapter 1The Most Beautiful Journey on
EarthStriking Facts that Will Leave You SpeechlessTHE BEST JOURNEY OF YOUR
LIFEChapter 2Where It Began Was a Controversy at One TimeSector DivisionsColombia is a
Safe and Popular Travel DestinationLeticia, Colombia – You Have ArrivedWelcome to the
JungleVacations into the soul of the earthARRIVING TO LETICIA
CITYAround LeticiaAmacayacu National ParkPuerto Nariño, ColombiaGreat Architecture and
AlligatorsPalmari Reserve, Brazil – Visit the TribesBirdwatching in the Colombian Ebook Library
JungleVisiting Iquitos, PeruFROM COLOMBIA TO BRAZILChapter 3From the Serenity of



Colombia to the Madness of ManausCENTRAL SECTORThe City of ManausBy AirBy BusBy
BoatManaus, Beautiful and CrazyFrom Manaus to Santarem and BelemCONSERVATION AND
SUSTAINABLE TOURISMChapter 4The Responsible Tourist and TravelerINDIGENOUS
CULTURESChapter 5Thank You!OTHER RESOURCES FOR YOUR Ebook Library
TRIPAirportsAirlinesBusesBoatsMore Interesting PlacesAditional ResourcesVideos that you
must watchImmigration Information About the Tri-BorderAbout the AuthorAfter attending his first
year at the University of Costa Rica, in the early 80s, Mynor was infected with the beautiful
traveler’s disease, with results so far incurable. His first big trip started in Nicaragua, a country
torn by war. He then crossed the border to El Salvador, another country plagued by guerrilla
warfare. After surviving the crossing of Central America and the Mexican desert, Mynor drove all
the way up to Canada before finally settling in USA. Since then, he has accumulated thousands
of miles, traveling around the Americas and other continents.He has worked and lived in Mexico,
Colombia, Paraguay, Costa Rica, and many .S. cities. Today, his home is in a suitcase, usually in
a country or place between Brazil and Costa Rica. Most recently, Mynor has spent over a year
traveling the world, mainly in South America, navigating several rivers in Colombia and
Venezuela. It was there that he finally decided to achieve one of his most cherished dreams: to
navigate the mighty Ebook Library River from its inception in Peru to its flows into the beautiful
Atlantic coast of Brazil. After traveling in more than 60 countries, some of his favorite places are
Thailand, Costa Rica, and China; but he lists Colombia and Sweden as countries on the list of
places that everyone should visit before they die. In his own country, his favorite sights include
visiting the active Arenal Volcano and lying on the Manuel Antonio beaches.Currently is writing
“Walking from Costa Rica to the Ebook Library” and “Life Lessons from the Ebook Library”.One
of his most memorable travel experiences occurred when a herd of monkeys stole his camera
and lunch, while Mynor was enjoying the sea in Costa Rica’s Pacific beaches. To learn more
about Mynor’s travel adventures and find out how you can have some of your own, visit his
websiteAbout This BookTraveling the Ebook Library River from its origins in Peru to the river’s
mouth on the beautiful beaches of the Brazilian Atlantic coast was the most coveted trip of my
life. I had been traveling through Brazil, Columbia, Peru, and other countries for several years
before I grasp that dreams will never come through unless action is taken to accomplish them. In
the spring of 2008, I left California, full of fears and questions, and set out to realize my dream
trip. I confess, despite the many other trips around the world that I had taken, I was very nervous
about this one. Mainly, because in preparation for this trip, most of the books I read were either
traveling tales of famous Spanish conquerors, usually with fatal outcomes, or modern excursions
that always ended up losing one or more of their team members to piranhas, yellow fever, or
savage tribes.I had many questions, because, after months of careful research, even the
modern wonder of the Internet could not answer some of the most basic questions: how safe this
trip would be? How long it would take? How many resources I was going to need to complete
the journey of the mighty Ebook Library from beginning to end?However, I built up my courage,
packed more belongings than were needed, and, of course, included lots of mosquito repellent,



consisting of several brands, sizes, and types. I took a plane to Bogota, Colombia, with concrete
plans for another connecting flight to the jungle city of Leticia, which is in the Ebook Library
jungle, where the river forms a triple frontier between Peru, Brazil, and Colombia.However, while
in the capital city of Colombia, I was advised, quite wrongly, that beginning the journey in the
Colombian Ebook Library was very dangerous. Therefore, I changed the start of the trip to
Manaus, Brazil. Sometime later, and with many miles already sailed in the world’s largest river, I
returned to the city of Leticia in the tri-border area, and, personally, I found that the city was not
only charming, but it was one of the safest areas that I have been anywhere in the globe. It is an
area, not just proudly protected by three powerful national armies, but it was also an area were
thieves do not have a place to hide, except in the unwelcoming jungle. After a few days, I
discovered Paradise, for it was here that I saw the most amazing flora and fauna throughout the
tour of the largest and mightiest river in the world.After crossing the countries of Colombia and
Venezuela by bus, I arrived in the city of Boa Vista in Brazil, where I started this crazy journey
down the Ebook Library. It was not a regular trip, but the transformation of my life. At that
moment, I had no idea of the long lasting feelings that the beautiful people of the Ebook
Libraryia were going to leave me; neither did I foresee the shocking impressions that destruction
of the forest was going to create in me.At that time, the only thing that was clear was that the bus
would drive all night through indigenous reservations. Maybe that was the reason that my heart
beat faster than usual, but, even though I was full of fears, it was too late to go back. I was
already in the middle of the jungle.I really do not know exactly when those fears disappeared,
but I remember that very early in the voyage it became obvious to me that, thanks to advances in
technology, transport, and communication, today the traveler does not have to be an extreme
adventure seeker, like Indiana Jones, to carry out this fascinating journey. Indeed, in the early
days, I got rid of my survival kit, including the machete, which despite having sailed thousands of
miles across this legendary river, I got to use a total of zero times. After numerous discussions
with other adventurers from various countries, while enjoying a few drinks in a bar in the middle
of the jungle and listening to some of the latest hits from some British singers on the radio, we all
came to the general conclusion that everyone wished they would have had better information
before beginning their “expedition” into the Ebook Library.And, thus, the idea for this book was
born. With resignation and sadness for the egos of our adventurers, we had to accept that today
the Ebook Library is for everyone. It is for infants and children, traveling with their parents. It is for
college students, traveling alone. It is for grandparents, looking for one last adventure. It is for
anyone who dreams such an adventure to be possible. Before it is too late, because of global
warming and excessive deforestation, everyone should travel the Ebook Library River and
experience the beauty and serenity that unfortunately are rapidly disappearing, due to ignorance
and greed. The Ebook Library is for you.Moreover, the only adventurous spirit required is the
same one that you need to visit a national park in the U.S., Australia, Costa Rica, or Europe.
Today, right now, you can experience one of the world greatest journeys down the mystic and
mighty Ebook Library River.INTRODUCTION Chapter 1 The Most Beautiful Journey on



Earth Traveling in the Ebook Library is a dream of millions of people from around the world. The
book that you hold in your hands will help you accomplish this dream and make the trip easier,
happier, and more affordable than you can imagine. The Ebook Library River in Colombia is
waiting for you.Obviously, there are still many people who relate the Ebook Library with
nightmares and wild adventure full of adrenaline. They imagine the piranhas, anacondas, and
other species unknown to us. They have heard stories about weird frogs with unicorn
appendages. They have heard reports on the news about insects and wildlife never discovered
until now; ones that stun the scientists. However, modern advances in technology have brought
the Ebook Library closer to you, and the days connecting the Ebook Library trips to horror
movies have been left behind.Traveling is Easy Now… From AnywhereToday and right now, you
can conveniently catch a flight from anywhere in the world and spend a couple of days in the
Ebook Library rainforest. You could make a longer journey, as I did, from the beginning of the
river in Peru, through Colombia, and follow the river its end at the beautiful beaches of Brazil’s
Atlantic coast. Throughout this journey, you will discover that the Ebook Library is full of brilliant
and magical moments that will always make you feel very grateful for having given yourself the
opportunity to enjoy this natural wonder. Consequently, I wrote this book to show you how to
travel comfortably and happily, while creating the most memorable journey of your
lifetime.Because it is so easy and safe to visit and navigate the biggest river in the planet, all
sorts of extraordinary feats are being accomplished.In April 2007, Mr. Martin Strel, at the age of
53, became the first person to swim the entire Ebook Library River. This tells you that it is
perfectly fine to be in the water, even though people will tell you their versions of the dangers
that lurk below the surface. Mr. Strel swam the world record-breaking distance of 3,273 miles,
which is longer than the width of the Atlantic Ocean. On your journey, you will not have to stay in
the boat all the time. When you get hot, take a dip into the refreshing waters of the Ebook Library
and do so without the fear of been eaten by piranhas.If you’re still thinking that it is dangerous to
visit the Ebook Library, ask Mr. Ed Stafford, a retired British Officer, who walked the complete
length of the Ebook Library River in 868 days, a world first. After walking through the Peruvian
and Colombian portions of the riverbanks, In August 2010 he entered the Brazilian Atlantic
ocean, the end of the Ebook Library river. His only complaint so far has been the mosquitoes,
during the one time that he ran out of repellent. You Can Surf in the Ebook Library Allow me also
to mention that there is surfing in the Ebook Library. During certain seasons, usually around
January and February, you will find the most passionate surfers, riding the “Pororoca.” This is a
wave of up to 5 meters high, ranging up to 700 miles inland upstream. One world record, related
to the Ebook Library, is for surfing. Mr. Picuruta, a surfer from Brazil, rode the wave for more than
37 minutes, covering a distance of more than 7.8 miles in the presence of an official Guinness
judge. Golfers Do Have a Few Precautions You can also play golf in the Ebook Library, at the
only club that will deliver a machete when you start your first round. This field is a difficult
adventure of nine par 5s. As you can imagine, birdies and eagles are not as important as
watching for snakes hidden off the fairways, alligators in the bunkers, or piranhas lurking in the



wells. Additionally, please try to avoid the anacondas. Start Your Trip with ConfidenceThere is
much more about this unbelievable river, and I guarantee that you are going to be delighted.
Stop making excuses, buy some mosquito repellent, and bring along your swimming trunks;
because, when the heat gets tough, we will jump in together with the Ebook Libraryians, young
and old, and do a historical swim in the grand Ebook Library. Now that’s something to write
home about, especially since your friends won’t know that the piranhas aren’t a danger unless
you have an open wound.So let’s start our trip full of confidence. You will be just fine, and, before
you realize it, you will be back home and or back at your office, going through your normal,
everyday routine. Today, the Ebook Library is available to all, and I promise that if you follow the
recommendations in this book, you will be able to observe anacondas, piranhas, and other great
and unique species that will make your trip an experience you will remember until the last days
of your life. What I Want to Do For You

After a few days, I discovered Paradise, for it was here that I saw the most amazing flora and
fauna throughout the tour of the largest and mightiest river in the world.After crossing the
countries of Colombia and Venezuela by bus, I arrived in the city of Boa Vista in Brazil, where I
started this crazy journey down the Ebook Library. It was not a regular trip, but the transformation
of my life. At that moment, I had no idea of the long lasting feelings that the beautiful people of
the Ebook Libraryia were going to leave me; neither did I foresee the shocking impressions that
destruction of the forest was going to create in me.At that time, the only thing that was clear was
that the bus would drive all night through indigenous reservations. Maybe that was the reason
that my heart beat faster than usual, but, even though I was full of fears, it was too late to go
back. I was already in the middle of the jungle.I really do not know exactly when those fears
disappeared, but I remember that very early in the voyage it became obvious to me that, thanks
to advances in technology, transport, and communication, today the traveler does not have to be
an extreme adventure seeker, like Indiana Jones, to carry out this fascinating journey. Indeed, in
the early days, I got rid of my survival kit, including the machete, which despite having sailed
thousands of miles across this legendary river, I got to use a total of zero times. After numerous
discussions with other adventurers from various countries, while enjoying a few drinks in a bar in
the middle of the jungle and listening to some of the latest hits from some British singers on the
radio, we all came to the general conclusion that everyone wished they would have had better
information before beginning their “expedition” into the Ebook Library.And, thus, the idea for this
book was born. With resignation and sadness for the egos of our adventurers, we had to accept
that today the Ebook Library is for everyone. It is for infants and children, traveling with their
parents. It is for college students, traveling alone. It is for grandparents, looking for one last
adventure. It is for anyone who dreams such an adventure to be possible. Before it is too late,
because of global warming and excessive deforestation, everyone should travel the Ebook
Library River and experience the beauty and serenity that unfortunately are rapidly
disappearing, due to ignorance and greed. The Ebook Library is for you.Moreover, the only



adventurous spirit required is the same one that you need to visit a national park in the U.S.,
Australia, Costa Rica, or Europe. Today, right now, you can experience one of the world greatest
journeys down the mystic and mighty Ebook Library River.INTRODUCTION Chapter 1 The Most
Beautiful Journey on Earth Traveling in the Ebook Library is a dream of millions of people from
around the world. The book that you hold in your hands will help you accomplish this dream and
make the trip easier, happier, and more affordable than you can imagine. The Ebook Library
River in Colombia is waiting for you.Obviously, there are still many people who relate the Ebook
Library with nightmares and wild adventure full of adrenaline. They imagine the piranhas,
anacondas, and other species unknown to us. They have heard stories about weird frogs with
unicorn appendages. They have heard reports on the news about insects and wildlife never
discovered until now; ones that stun the scientists. However, modern advances in technology
have brought the Ebook Library closer to you, and the days connecting the Ebook Library trips to
horror movies have been left behind.Traveling is Easy Now… From AnywhereToday and right
now, you can conveniently catch a flight from anywhere in the world and spend a couple of days
in the Ebook Library rainforest. You could make a longer journey, as I did, from the beginning of
the river in Peru, through Colombia, and follow the river its end at the beautiful beaches of
Brazil’s Atlantic coast. Throughout this journey, you will discover that the Ebook Library is full of
brilliant and magical moments that will always make you feel very grateful for having given
yourself the opportunity to enjoy this natural wonder. Consequently, I wrote this book to show
you how to travel comfortably and happily, while creating the most memorable journey of your
lifetime.Because it is so easy and safe to visit and navigate the biggest river in the planet, all
sorts of extraordinary feats are being accomplished.In April 2007, Mr. Martin Strel, at the age of
53, became the first person to swim the entire Ebook Library River. This tells you that it is
perfectly fine to be in the water, even though people will tell you their versions of the dangers
that lurk below the surface. Mr. Strel swam the world record-breaking distance of 3,273 miles,
which is longer than the width of the Atlantic Ocean. On your journey, you will not have to stay in
the boat all the time. When you get hot, take a dip into the refreshing waters of the Ebook Library
and do so without the fear of been eaten by piranhas.If you’re still thinking that it is dangerous to
visit the Ebook Library, ask Mr. Ed Stafford, a retired British Officer, who walked the complete
length of the Ebook Library River in 868 days, a world first. After walking through the Peruvian
and Colombian portions of the riverbanks, In August 2010 he entered the Brazilian Atlantic
ocean, the end of the Ebook Library river. His only complaint so far has been the mosquitoes,
during the one time that he ran out of repellent. You Can Surf in the Ebook Library Allow me also
to mention that there is surfing in the Ebook Library. During certain seasons, usually around
January and February, you will find the most passionate surfers, riding the “Pororoca.” This is a
wave of up to 5 meters high, ranging up to 700 miles inland upstream. One world record, related
to the Ebook Library, is for surfing. Mr. Picuruta, a surfer from Brazil, rode the wave for more than
37 minutes, covering a distance of more than 7.8 miles in the presence of an official Guinness
judge. Golfers Do Have a Few Precautions You can also play golf in the Ebook Library, at the



only club that will deliver a machete when you start your first round. This field is a difficult
adventure of nine par 5s. As you can imagine, birdies and eagles are not as important as
watching for snakes hidden off the fairways, alligators in the bunkers, or piranhas lurking in the
wells. Additionally, please try to avoid the anacondas. Start Your Trip with ConfidenceThere is
much more about this unbelievable river, and I guarantee that you are going to be delighted.
Stop making excuses, buy some mosquito repellent, and bring along your swimming trunks;
because, when the heat gets tough, we will jump in together with the Ebook Libraryians, young
and old, and do a historical swim in the grand Ebook Library. Now that’s something to write
home about, especially since your friends won’t know that the piranhas aren’t a danger unless
you have an open wound.So let’s start our trip full of confidence. You will be just fine, and, before
you realize it, you will be back home and or back at your office, going through your normal,
everyday routine. Today, the Ebook Library is available to all, and I promise that if you follow the
recommendations in this book, you will be able to observe anacondas, piranhas, and other great
and unique species that will make your trip an experience you will remember until the last days
of your life. What I Want to Do For YouAfter eradicating the fears and myths that I had about this
trip, it took great courage to finally make the trip to the Ebook Library River. During the trip, I
noticed the relief of stress that results once I had the right information. This was precisely the
initial motivation for writing this book. Far from being a travel guide; this is an invitation for you to
realize your dream of traveling to the Ebook Library sooner than you think and do so by taking
advantage of my experiences.Let me show you how to do it safely, conveniently, and
inexpensively. In addition, I will be presenting different routes, some wilder than others, and
some routes that are practically unknown, such as the chapter on how to reach the Ebook
Library River by bus. While you are reading this book, imagine that you are there in the Ebook
Library, talking to the local people, dancing the salsa on the riverboat, and boarding the plane.
Taking an imaginary adventure in your mind is the first step to actually making it a
reality.Nevertheless, the travel experience that I am proposing is not simply for you to entertain
yourself and enjoy the scenic beauty that this powerful river offers, but an invitation to come on a
journey that will make a positive difference in your life, as it did in mine. Become more aware of
the world’s environmental problems, the preservation of our invaluable natural resources, our
global warming issues and the current deforestation stage in the Ebook Library.Why Should You
Care?Because, as we all know, this mystical river that forms the Ebook Library basin not only
benefits all the residents throughout South America, but it also improves the quality of oxygen
that we all breathe around the world, whether you live in Shanghai, Moscow, Sydney, or Mexico
City.Another grand reason to come to the remarkable Ebook Library, besides being mystified by
its sheer beauty, is that it could become your labor of love. No, I am not going to ask you to give
away your money, but, without much effort, you could be doing great good for other people. All
you need to do are small things, such as buying your souvenirs directly from the indigenous
people, hiring their services, whenever possible, and small things of that nature. Everybody
seems to know that the Ebook Library is an immensely rich place, when we consider the fact



that there is no other place on the planet with so much biodiversity. However, few of us know that
many people that live there lack some of the most basic financial needs. When you travel here
and practice green and sustainable tourism, you will contribute greatly to their well-being. In fact,
it has been proven in the last few years that tourism helps eradicate poverty. With sustainable
tourism, a good percentage of the profits produced by your visit will remain within the
participating communities. For that reason, I invite you to become involved in this lifetime project,
because, even if you were not able to come down to the Ebook Library, you would still be doing
something good for other people. In my case, I do not want to become yet another exploiter,
profiting from the people of the Ebook Library. Thus, I am choosing to donate a major
percentage of the profits of this book to recycle resources back into the Ebook Libraryian
community. At the present time, I have chosen to donate and help the Nariño Hospital in the
Colombian Ebook Library jungle. In addition, part of the profits will help the research department
of the University of Ebook Library in the city of Benjamin Constant in Brazil. In addition, the book
sales will benefit the people of Peru and the very needy community of Santa Rosa that is located
in the middle of the jungle, bordering Colombia.Who This Book is ForI want to congratulate you
for buying this book to navigate the Ebook Library River. However, if you bought this book to plan
your next big expedition to the Ebook Library, then you might have the wrong book in your hands.
You will need a book with a much deeper understanding of the jungle.I wrote this book for
ordinary people, who want to admire and discover the sheer beauty of the Ebook Library River,
while enjoying a small trip to a single country or touring the whole river from beginning to the
end. It is also for grandparents who want to surprise their grandchildren with an unforgettable
geography lesson that they will treasure forever. This is for those who want to understand the
mysticism developed by a place that has remained virtually unchanged for thousands of years.
This journey is also for ladies that want to be pampered by nature, while relating to wildlife
creatures, such as the docile and fragile pink dolphin. It is also an experience for young college
students who want to travel alone to a “remote” part of the globe, while learning to dance to
salsa music in Colombia or learn the samba in Brazil.It is especially for those who want to
discover the true beauty that exists within them. I guarantee it will be an experience beyond your
wildest dreams in a safe and controlled environment.Can You Take the Challenge? Will You?
Now here’s a special invitation for you: I invite you to come and fall in love with some of the most
beautiful and dazzling sunsets and sunrises on the planet. Let’s go now! This huge river is
waiting for scientists, teachers, environmentalists, and entrepreneurs, but it is primarily for you to
come before it is too late to enjoy one of the most perplexing parts of the universe. What’s more,
this directs enticement to the corporate manager, stressed by the complexities of the modern
world. Likewise, this is a call to action for those of you who watch National Geographic and
Discovery Channel. I dare you to turn off the TV and come to live the adventure of your life in a
very safe, economical, and, yes, very comfortable vacation that will make you shine in front of
your friends. I want you to come, see, and experience the divinity of what God’s hands are
continuing to do here.Take advantage and bring your children to show them some of the most



wonderful and strange creatures in the world, like the turtle named “Matamala” that cannot be
seen in other parts of the planet. Friends, the world is asking you to come and experience this
magnificent rainforest so that you can still feel the pain of so many trees being cut down daily.Let
your mind wander and be inspired by the simplicity of life; that is the key to the happiness of the
Ebook Library and all its inhabitants. Learn humbleness in this unexpected place, and see
another intelligent way of living. Hopefully, you will be able to apply these models as you go back
home. My Dear Friend, dreams do come true, and in the Ebook Library, anything is possible. It is
worth it, and all you need to do is to decide to go right now. This trip has the power and
ingredients to transform your life.Lose your fears and grab your suitcase. Now is the time to
begin your journey to the most unique and magical place in the planet. Striking Facts that Will
Leave You Speechless The “mightiest of the giant rivers”, the Ebook Library River is 4,250 miles
in length. This is just a few miles longer than the 4,184 miles that makes up the Nile River in
Africa. The Ebook Library River also has the biggest debit of all rivers. In 2001, the National
Geographic Society found that the Nevado Mismi, located in the Peruvian Andes, was the
source of water for the Ebook Library River. The Ebook Library’s debit, at 200,000 cubic meters/
second is 60 times larger than the Nile’s: and, most importantly, because it delivers more than
20% of the freshwater volume that makes its way into the oceans, it is of great value. In one
second, the Ebook Library pours more than 55 million gallons, or 600,000 cubic meters of water,
into the Atlantic Ocean, which dilutes the ocean’s saltiness for more than 100 miles from the
shore. The river rises in a glacial lake in the Peruvian Andes, at 18,363 ft above sea level and
only 100 miles off the Pacific coast. The locals call this stretch of the river Apurimac, while some
locals in Brazil call it Solimões. It extends from the Andes Mountains in Peru, through Colombia,
and then to the Atlantic Ocean in Brazil. The Ebook Library has more than 1,100 tributaries
along its course, some very powerful. The volume of the Ebook Library is the same as the
Mississippi River, the Nile, and the Yangtze rivers combined, forming a layer of fresh water for
more than 100 miles into the Atlantic. The river enjoys summers in both hemispheres, and their
water levels vary greatly; because of the rains, the oscillation can reach more than 12
meters. Each year, the Ebook Library River brings tons of solid particles deposited at its mouth,
giving food for fish. It is responsible for the creation of the world’s largest river island, Marajo
Island, which is approximately the size of Switzerland. The Ebook Library is the widest river in
the world. Its starting width is 300 miles, and yet, many miles from its mouth, the Ebook Library
River can be as wide as 25 miles in the wet season. This means that in some places you can’t
see the banks from the one side to the other. At its mouth in the Atlantic, it widens to as much as
200 to 320 miles, depending on the season. Furthermore, every year, it widens up to 2 meters
due to the waves breaking the banks. The river is also very deep and can reach depths up to
130 meters in some places, making it possible for marine vessels to travel up to 2,400 miles
inland. The Ebook Library River flows through the center of the forest and feeds more than two
thirds of all fresh water sources found on earth. It also has more than 22,000 miles of waterways
and several million more miles navigable by canoe through swamps and forests. There are more



than 3,000 fish species that have been identified; this is more species than throughout the
Atlantic Ocean.The Ebook Library is the mightiest and most bioactive natural phenomenon on
the planet. It is described as the “lungs of our planet” because it provides the global environment
of essential services, such as recycling carbon dioxide into oxygen. It is estimated that more
than 20% of the Earth’s oxygen is produced in the basin of this river. The Ebook Library is home
to many animals, especially “extreme” creatures, like catfish, which weigh up to 40 lbs in the US.
However, in Brazil, they have been found to weigh more than 200 lbs.There are also the
anacondas and pirarucu fish (the largest of its kind) and, of course, the piranha, which
areperhaps the most ferocious animal onthe planet.I could go on and on mentioning all the world
records that are attributed to this giant river, but, as mighty as it is, this river is, at the same time,
very fragile and gentle.In addition and even with all the weird creatures present in its water, today
more than ever, it is completely safe and stress free to navigate the Ebook Library.Even thought
the Ebook Library River only runs approximately 126 miles along the Colombian territory, it is a
very beautiful part of the river and it should not be miss. Believe me; this sea of water will reward
you with fantastic sights and unforgettable experiences. It is such a vivid experience that a visit
to the river should be in everyone’s list of places to see in their lifetime. THE BEST JOURNEY
OF YOUR LIFEChapter 2 Latin America is a magical land, where the world’s largest river has
formed the Ebook Library rainforest.In this chapter, you will become familiar with the details
related to navigation on the river, whether you decide to make it a complete journey, from
beginning to end, or simply travel to one country or even to just one city. Whichever way you
choose, it will be a beautiful experience. Additionally, you will find a brief description of the
journey and everything you need for planning your own trip.What to Expect in Upcoming
ChaptersIn the following chapters, you can read more details for each of the three sectors into
which we have divided the journey.The Western Sector, depicted in the book “Ebook Library
RIVER: PERU” we travel from the plains at the foot of the Peruvian Andes to Colombia. It is here
that the river forms the triple frontier between the countries of Peru, Colombia, and Brazil.Then,
in the Central Sector, the main topic of this book, we will start our journey in Colombia at the
triple frontier, more specifically from the city of Leticia in the state of Ebook Libraryas, Colombia,
to the city of Manaus, the state capital of Ebook Libraryas, Brazil.Finally, the last sector, Eastern
Sector, covered in “Ebook Library RIVER: BRAZIL” will describe the journey from Manaus (one
of the most remote cities in Brazil) navigating through the town of Santarem, and, finally, the joy
of navigating all the way to the end at the city of Belem at the Atlantic Ocean.In “Ebook Library
RIVER: THE WILD ROUTES” you will be able to obtain details of the bus trip from Caracas, the
capital of the Republic of Venezuela, to the city of Manaus. At this time, this is the only land
access connecting this jungle city.Additionally, these wild routes are only recommended for
enthusiastic hard-core adventurers. These routes require more preparation because you have to
travel through mountains and forests for hundreds of miles just to reach a gateway city in any of
three sectors mentioned above. Just the journey to reach cities, like Iquitos or Manaus, is an
adventure by itself. What is included here are routes coming from deep within the Peruvian



Andes Mountains, as well as routes into the Ebook Library River from Ecuador, specifically from
the city of Coca.Europeans who want to take advantage of their transatlantic flight can also find
value here. The two best routes to visit the Ebook Library River have been included. The British
who are coming to visit Georgetown in British Guyana prefer this first route; from here, they can
visit the city of Manaus.The last route is a trip for French people, who usually fly directly from
Paris to Cayenne, French Guiana. From here, they can visit the Brazilian states of Amapá and
Pará, in the most northern coast of Brazil, to enjoy a visit to see the wide mouth of the Ebook
Library River meeting the Atlantic Ocean.Trip PreparationsPlease keep in mind that even though
this is not an “expedition” to the Ebook Library, obviously, it still requires a bit more preparation
than a weekend city getaway. For example, you must have your Yellow Fever vaccination with the
respective certificate to take along to show to border authorities when required. On the other
hand, keep in mind that if you use the gateway cities recommended in this book, the
preparations for your trip are minimal. These towns, although they are in the middle of the jungle,
are equipped with everything that you might need, including doctors, hospitals, pharmacies,
supermarkets, clothing stores, souvenir shops, opticians, liquor stores, restaurants, bars, clubs,
Internet services, international calling, and mobile services, and all types of transport services,
including airports, and much more. In fact, the smallest city gateway is Leticia. Combined with
the population of its neighbor towns in Brazil and Peru, this area has more than 70,000
inhabitants, plus a good amount of daily visitors from neighborhood villages and tribes that
come to shop and sell their products in this tri-border area. The Ebook Library LifestyleBefore
starting the journey, you must understand that the lifestyle in the Ebook Library is very simple in
every way, so the chance that you will be able to wear your Armani suit anywhere near the river
is remote. I can almost guarantee that you will end up using only half of the clothes that you take
with you.Keep in mind, that the weather in this part of the world is hot and humid throughout the
year. Everybody dresses casually all the time, so, after a couple of days in the Ebook Library,
you’ll realize that nobody pays attention to your jewelry or any of your fancy accessories. Nobody
even cares if you are wearing the same clothes that you wore yesterday. For that reason, I
guarantee that it will not be long before you adapt to local customs, so you will most likely end up
using your shorts and your favorite T-shirt the whole time. You will also develop an unfailing
friendship with your sandals. The best advice that I can give you is to travel very light. Then you
will have the opportunity to buy some local items that can be used not only during your stay in
the jungle, but also take them home, impregnated with fabulous memories. What You Must
BringHonestly, the only items that you must bring with you are your camera to take pictures, your
personal medications, your vaccinations, and your passport with the required visas. Everything
else could be purchased locally, especially in case you forget something. The most important
thing to bring with you is an attitude of discovery and appreciation for the opportunity to be in
one of the most coveted destinations in the world. Where Will You Start?Once you choose
your arrival city in Latin America, whether it is the city of Lima, Bogota, or Manaus, it’s time to
book your international flight. This can be done from anywhere in the world, regardless if you are



in Moscow, Sydney, Rome, or Los Angeles. If you decide to start your journey in Lima, Peru, then
upon your arrival there, you will take an hour and a half local flight to reach the jungle city of
Iquitos, in the state of Loreto of the Peruvian Ebook Library.In Colombia, upon arrival to Bogota,
you must take another domestic flight. Two hours later, you will be landing in the city of Leticia, a
city founded on the banks of the Ebook Library River. If Brazil is your choice, upon your arrival in
Sao Paulo or Rio de Janeiro, you must take one of several airlines that connect to Manaus. Only
about three hours later, you could be shopping at one of the many malls of the grand jungle
city.It is important to realize that once you reach the Ebook Library basin, there are no roads to
travel within the area. The waterways are the only form of transportation, except for occasional
charter.
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